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The concentrations and catalytic activities of enzymes control 
metabolic rates. Previous studies have focused on enzyme 
concentrations because there are no genome-wide techniques 
used for the measurement of enzyme activity. We propose a 
method for evaluating the significance of enzyme activity by 
integrating metabolic network topologies and genome-wide 
microarray gene expression profiles. We quantified the enzy-
matic activity of reactions and report the 388 significant re-
actions in five perturbation datasets. For the 388 enzymatic re-
actions, we identified 70 that were significantly regulated 
(P-value < 0.001). Thirty-one of these reactions were part of 
anaerobic metabolism, 23 were part of low-pH aerobic metab-
olism, 8 were part of high-pH anaerobic metabolism, 3 were 
part of low-pH aerobic reactions, and 5 were part of high-pH 
anaerobic metabolism. [BMB reports 2008; 41(8): 609-614]

INTRODUCTION

Two main processes regulate metabolic rates: the amounts of 
enzymes and their catalytic activities (1-3). The amount of an 
enzyme depends on its rate of synthesis and degradation. For 
example, in E. coli, lactose induces a 50-fold increase in the 
amount of β-galactosidase within several minutes, and this 
greatly increases lactose catabolism. Enzyme activity is often 
controlled by small metabolites. For example, tryptophan is the 
effector molecule for allosteric enzymes such as TrpE and TrpD.
    The development of high-throughput technologies provides 
information on biological processes through the integration of da-
ta from genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics (4). Integration 
of these high-throughput data allows for an understanding of the 
responses of cells to specific conditions via systems biology (4-6). 
Previous studies have integrated genetic regulation and metabo-

lism in attempts to understand the mechanisms of metabolic 
regulation. These studies can be grouped into three classes. The 
first approach identifies new relationships between metabolites 
and genes. Ideker et al. (7) identified associations between metab-
olites and transcriptional factors by observing gene and protein 
expression profiles in the presence of different carbon sources, 
and Yeang et al. (8) inferred links between metabolites and tran-
scriptional factors by using a joint model of genetic regulation and 
metabolic reactions. The second approach identifies new fea-
tures of metabolic pathways by analyzing the expression patterns 
of genes that encode enzymes. Ihmels et al. (9, 10) characterized 
the transcriptional regulation of metabolic pathways by examin-
ing the expression patterns of enzymes along the topology of met-
abolic pathways. Patil et al. (3) analyzed the active sub-networks 
and reporter metabolites, the relative enzyme genes of which 
show the most significant transcriptional changes. In the third ap-
proach, new methodologies are developed to analyze metabolic 
reactions. Covert et al. (6, 11, 12) combined genetic enzyme regu-
lation and metabolic flux modeling to validate flux modes with bi-
omass growth of cells. Cakir et al. (13) identified reporter re-
actions by integrating the transcriptome, the metabolome, and 
the topology of metabolic pathways.
    Most previous studies of the mechanisms of metabolic regu-
lation, however, have only dealt with a restricted level of meta-
bolic regulation. They typically consider only enzyme levels, 
not the control of enzyme activity (14-16). This is because no 
high-throughput technology is available for the measurement of 
enzyme activity (14). One way to infer the activity of an en-
zyme is to measure the concentration levels of metabolites that 
serve as regulators (17, 18). Unfortunately, it is not yet possible 
to identify all metabolites in a genome-wide metabolic network 
(13). Patil et al. proposed a method that assigns “scores” to me-
tabolites based on correlations between transcription levels 
and metabolic rates (3) . Each score represents the statistically 
significant change of a metabolite following perturbation by us-
ing the expression of neighboring genes that are topologically 
adjacent to the metabolite. This method successfully identified 
key metabolites and provided useful information about meta-
bolic changes under specific experimental conditions. 
    In the present study, we propose a method for scoring the en-
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Fig. 1. Overview of our methodology. 
(a) Gene expression. The standardized 
z-scores of genes are obtained by t-test 
analysis to represent significant changes 
in the levels of gene expression. (b) 
Network integration. We merged in-
formation from three biological proc-
esses to construct an integrated net-
work: i) transcription / translation, ii) 
metabolic reaction, and iii) enzyme ac-
tivity regulation. (c) Scoring of the two 
types of regulation. To calculate the 
significance score (z'e) of enzyme activ-
ity for a reaction, all significance scores 
(z'm) of regulator metabolites were ag-
gregated, and z-scores of neighboring 
genes were aggregated for calculation 
of z'm scores as described in the 
Methods section. In the case of tran-
scriptional regulation (z't), all of the sig-
nificance levels (zi) of genes that en-
coded an enzyme were aggregated.

zyme activity of reactions in order to identify significantly regu-
lated reactions. We extended scoring functions based on the 
method of Patil et al. (3). We assume that the catalytic activity of 
a reaction will be altered if the changes in metabolites that regu-
late the reaction are significant. For example, 6-phospho-
fructokinase 1 is allosterically inhibited by ATP, allosterically ac-
tivated by AMP, and inhibited by glucagon through the repression 
of synthesis. Therefore, if a change is made to these regulators, the 
enzymatic reaction of 6-phosphofructokinase 1 would also 
change. Fig. 1 provides an overview of our method. First, the sig-

nificance of a change in the level of genes is extracted by applying 
t-tests to microarray data. This method maps the scores of the al-
tered gene levels to the enzymes in a metabolic pathway. Second, 
an integrated metabolic network is generated by combining enzy-
matic activity regulation information with metabolic pathways. 
Third, the regulation scores of reactions (via control of enzyme ac-
tivity) are measured by using the levels of significance of the 
changes in the gene expressions and the integrated network. 
Finally, based on the regulation scores, significantly regulated re-
actions are identified. We further evaluate the results of enzyme 
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Perturbation 
type

No. of significant reactions 
by enzyme activity 

regulationa 

(z'e)

No. of significant reactions 
by transcriptional 

regulationa 

(z't) 

Anaerobic

Low-pH 
(aerobic)

High-pH 
(aerobic)

Low-pH 
(anaerobic)

High-pH 
(anaerobic)

31 / 388
(FDR < 2%)

23 / 388
(FDR < 2%)

8 / 388
(FDR < 4%)

3 / 388
(FDR < 9%)

5 / 388
(FDR < 5%)

16 / 1265
(FDR < 7%)

25 / 1265
(FDR < 6%)

45 / 1265
(FDR < 3%)

12 / 1265
(FDR < 11%)

20 / 1265
(FDR < 7%)

aThe numerators and denominators in columns 2 and 3 indicate 
the numbers of identified reactions and of candidate reactions, 
respectively. False discovery rate (FDR) indicates the expected 
percent of false predictions among all predictions.

Table 1. Number of significantly regulated reactions (P-value < 0.001) 
by enzyme activity regulation and transcriptional regulation following 
each of the five perturbations

activity scores with transcriptional regulation scores in order to 
observe the regulatory effects of the two different regulation 
mechanisms. We tested the proposed method by using publicly 
available microarray data of E. coli K-12 strains that were grown 
under various conditions (see Supplementary Table 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We applied our methodology to five perturbation conditions 
(see Method and Supplementary Table 1). Table 1 summarizes 
the number of reactions that are significantly regulated by en-
zyme activity regulation (z'e) and transcriptional regulation, 
(z't)with P-value < 0.001 for each perturbation.
    Among the reactions that were significantly regulated by the 
control of enzyme activity, we identified reactions in which 
our results agreed with the previous case studies (6, 19-25) by 
looking for perturbations that had high significance scores. 
Following anaerobic perturbation, we identified significant re-
actions that are related to the central metabolism. Following 
pH perturbations, we identified reactions that are related to al-
kalinization or acidification.
    The significant reactions that are relevant to central metabo-
lism following anaerobic perturbation are listed in Supplemen-
tary Table 2. For example, the citrate (si)-synthase reaction 
(citsyn-rxn) is a significantly regulated reaction following anaero-
bic perturbation (z'e : 5.16, P-value : 1.18E-07). This enzyme is 
part of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and is important in anae-
robic respiration (6, 19, 20). Our result agrees with those of pre-
vious studies that have identified central respiration metabolism 
reactions that are affected by anaerobic perturbation (6, 19, 20).
    Following pH perturbation in the presence or absence of 

oxygen, we identified reactions that are related to alkaliniza-
tion or acidification. These include reactions of the TCA cycle, 
which consume acids, and hydrogenase/dehydrogenase en-
zymes, which interconvert hydrogen ions with hydrogen gas. 
Following pH perturbation in the presence or absence of oxy-
gen, several enzymes with known importance for the catabo-
lism of sugars and amino acids show a pH dependence that 
minimizes acid production at low external pH and maximizes 
acid production at high pH. This maintains cellular pH near 
7.6 (21-26). Supplementary Table 3 lists the alkalinization- or 
acidification-related reactions that are significantly regulated 
by enzyme activity following four different perturbations. 
    Among these reactions, 26 perturbation-specific reactions are 
acid-relevant. Supplementary Table 4 shows the four classes of 
acid-relevant reactions (P-value < 0.001, z'e > 3.0902). We fur-
ther considered all reactions in which z'e > 3.0902 following at 
least one pH perturbation, and divided these reactions into four 
classes: low-pH, aerobic (LA, Class 1); high-pH, aerobic (HA, 
Class 2); low-pH, anaerobic (LAN, Class 3); and high-pH, anae-
robic (HAN, Class 4).
    As shown in Supplementary Table 4, different types of per-
turbation yield different regulatory enzymes. In particular, re-
actions in the central metabolism are widely known to have a 
complex dependence on pH and oxygen (27). Thus, we tested 
the effects of pH and oxygen perturbation on the regulation of 
transcription and enzyme activity in enzymes in glycolysis and 
the TCA cycle. Fig. 2 shows the z'e and z't scores of each re-
action in the central metabolism following the five types of 
perturbation. This Figure shows how enzymatic reactions of 
the central metabolic pathway are finely regulated by the con-
trol of translation and enzyme activity following specific per-
turbations (P-value < 0.01, z'e > 2.3263). 

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a method for scoring the enzyme 
activity of reactions in order to identify significantly regulated 
reactions following perturbation of the cellular environment. 
For this work, we used metabolic network topology in-
formation and microarray gene expression profiles of E. coli 
K-12 strain. Our method quantified the enzyme activity of re-
actions and identified significance scores for 388 reactions fol-
lowing five different types of perturbation. Among these 388 
reactions, we identified 70 significantly regulated reactions 
(P-value < 0.001). Our results were consistent with previous 
case studies that examined the effects of metabolic perturba-
tions on regulation. Moreover, we identified 26 reactions 
(P-value < 0.001) that show responses to the following pertur-
bations: low-pH, aerobic; high-pH, aerobic; low-pH, anaero-
bic; and high-pH, anaerobic. 
    By identifying significantly regulated reactions following 
metabolic perturbation, we identified the reactions that were 
regulated in order to maintain cellular homeostasis following 
perturbation.
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Fig. 2. z'e and z't scores of 24 reactions of the central metabolic pathway (glycolysis ~ TCA) following five different perturbations. Significant
z'e and z't scores (P-value < 0.01, z'e > 2.3263) are shaded grey. If a reaction yielded no known information on enzyme activity regulation,
the score is marked as N/A. Each 2 × 5 table summarizes the significance scores of the corresponding reaction. The first row of the table lists
z'e scores (enzyme activity regulation) of a reaction following perturbation, and the second row lists z't scores (transcriptional regulation) of a 
reaction for each of the five types of perturbation (AN: anaerobic; LA: low-pH, aerobic; HA: high-pH, aerobic; LAN: low-pH, anaerobic; HAN:
high-pH, anaerobic). The number adjacent to each table indicates the reaction ID number from the Ecocyc database. (1) pglucisom-rxn, (2) 
f16bdephos-rxn, (3) 6pfructphos-rxn, (4) f16aldolase-rxn, (5) triosepisomerization-rxn, (6) gapoxnphosphn-rxn, (7) phosglyphos-rxn, (8) 3pgarearr- 
rxn, (9) 2pgadehydrat-rxn, (10) pepsynth-rxn, (11) pepdephos-rxn, (12) pyruvdeh-rxn, (13) citsyn-rxn, (14) aconitatedehydr-rxn, (15) aconitate-
hydr-rxn, (16) isocit-cleav-rxn, (17) malsyn-rxn, (18) isocitdeh-rxn, (19) 2oxoglutaratedeh-rxn, (20) succcoasyn-rxn, (21) succinate-dehydrogen-
ase-(ubiquinone)-rxn, (22) fumhydr-rxn, (23) malate-dehydrogenase-(acceptor)-rxn, (24) malate-deh-rxn.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sets
In this work, we used three publicly available microarray data 
sets of E. coli K-12 that were measured with the Affymetrix 
GeneChip. The first dataset was an anaerobic perturbation da-
taset from an experiment in which the bacterium were grown 
in anaerobic conditions and aerobic conditions were con-
trolled (6). The second dataset was a pH perturbation dataset 
for bacteria grown at pH 5.0, pH 7.0, and pH 8.7 under aero-
bic conditions (21). The third dataset was a pH perturbation 
dataset from an experiment in which the bacterium were 
grown at pH 5.7, pH 7.0, and pH 8.5 under anaerobic con-
ditions (27). With these three microarray experiments, we ana-
lyzed five perturbations and compared the results with those of 
controls (see Supplementary Table 1).

T-test and z-score
As shown in Fig. 1a, P-values are calculated by applying Stu-
dent’s t-test in order to evaluate a particular type of perturbation 
(e.g. aerobic vs. anaerobic). By using the inverse normal cumu-
lative distribution function (θ−1), the P-value (Pi) of each gene 
(genei) is converted to a z-score (z't), which follows a standard 
normal distribution. A higher z-score signifies more significantly 
altered gene expression following a specific type of perturbation. 

zi = θ−1(1− pi)

Network topology integration
It is necessary to integrate information on transcriptional regu-
lation, enzyme activity regulation, and metabolic reaction rates 
in order to better understand the overall regulation mechanisms 
of metabolism. Thus, we merged three datasets to construct an 
integrated metabolic network (Fig. 1b). We collected in-
formation on transcriptional regulation, enzyme regulation, and 
metabolic reactions from the Ecocyc database (28), which de-
scribes the genome and biochemical machinery of E. coli K-12 
strain. Note that the Ecocyc database offers information about 
the subunit enzymes as well as the isozymes of a reaction. Thus, 
in this study, the term ‘enzymes’ includes a set of subunits and 
isozymes. Fig. 1b shows a topologically integrated network. In 
this integrated network, we used 388 distinct reactions in which 
regulator metabolites regulate enzyme activity, and then scored 
the significance of each enzyme activity.

Scoring regulation effects
Fig. 1c shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed scoring 
scheme for enzyme activity.
    Significance score for enzyme activity regulation (z'e). To 
determine the score of the regulation of the activity of an en-
zyme, we used the significance scores of regulator metabolites 
that were calculated from the z-scores of the neighboring en-
zyme genes of the regulator metabolites. A neighboring en-

zyme gene is defined as a gene that encodes an enzyme that 
shares at least one common metabolite in a catalyzing reaction 
(3). Formally stated, the aggregated score, zm, of a metabolite 
having k neighboring genes is defined as:

     1zm = ―     zi          k

    To minimize the potential of false-positive predictions, we nor-
malized each zm score to a z'm score by correcting for the back-
ground distribution based on the mean (μkm) and standard devia-
tion (σkm) derived from zm scores of 5000 random sets of k genes.

        (zm− μkm)z'm =―――――σkm

    The z'm (normalized score) indicates the significance level 
of metabolite response to a perturbation. Using each z'm, we 
calculated the significance score (ze) of the enzyme activity of 
a reaction by aggregating associated z'm scores:

    1ze = ―     z'm     k

    Analogous to the scoring scheme for metabolites, we nor-
malized the ze score using a random sampling method:

        (ze− μke)z'e =―――――σke

    z'e scores identify the reactions with regulator metabolites 
that show significant changes following a specific perturbation.
    Significance score of transcriptional regulation (z't). For our 
calculations, there can either be a set of isozymes, or an enzyme 
complex can consist of subunits. Here, we considered each iso-
zyme and subunit as a distinct unit. Thus, we aggregated the 
z-scores of all distinct enzyme genes that encode the enzymes for 
a reaction in order to determine the significance score of each 
transcriptional regulation mechanism. The score of transcrip-
tional regulation (z't) to a reaction with k genes is defined as:

    1
zt = ―     zi     k

    Similarly, we normalized zt using a random sampling method. 
The normalized z't is calculated as:

        (zt− μkt)z't =―――――σkt
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